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Green Tales        

One-Hundred Percent 
Bamboo Waste Diversion a 
Reality at Toronto Zoo 
By Kyla Greenham

As many zoos exhibiting giant pandas know, 
caring for and producing cubs are not the 
only difficult husbandry techniques they have 
to deal with. In Toronto, Ontario, Toronto 
Zoo’s giant pandas are offered 42–64 kg. of 
bamboo each day, but they only consume, 
at most, half. We are then left with a large 
amount of bamboo waste. So what happens to 
all this uneaten bamboo? As part of the Zoo’s 
preparation for the giant pandas, Toronto 
Zoo’s Materials Collections department began 
dealing with the waste bamboo early. The 
ultimate goal was to divert bamboo from 
the landfill, and we have succeeded in doing 
this with one hundred percent of the waste 
bamboo being diverted. 

Bamboo is such an incredibly hard 
material that it takes a very long time to 
break down and becomes harder as it dries. 
Industrial wood chippers or tub grinders 

have difficulty breaking it up, leading to 
increased maintenance costs. And most local 
companies interested in this unique supply 
of bamboo would take the five years of the 
giant panda contract to experiment and 
construct productive uses for the bamboo, 
and then the supply chain would be done.

Like most zoos, the Toronto Zoo has 
found alternative uses for the bamboo 
benefiting the animals and visitors. It has been 
made into shade and privacy shelters for the 
guinea pigs and ferrets; goats, rhinos and other 
animals have been given leftover bamboo for 
enrichment; and bamboo stocks have been 
filled with produce and peanuts as behavioral 
enrichment for the ring-tailed lemurs. In 
addition, the Horticulture Department has 
re-purposed the bamboo to use as decor in 
seasonal planters, in garden beds and to create 
fencing around different areas of the Zoo.

With over 18 tons of waste bamboo a 
year, we needed to be innovative. Utilizing 
our membership in Partners in Project 
Green (PPG), a local enviro sustainability 
collaborative, the Toronto Zoo entered 
into an agreement with Cavaleiro Farms. 
Since April 2014, waste bamboo has been 
delivered to Cavaleiro Farms, a startup 
permaculture farm near Holland’s Landing, 
Ontario, approximately 65 km northwest 
of the Zoo. This farm is using the bamboo 
to create organic windrows which act as 
windbreaks and reduce ground erosion, 
water evaporation and run off from crop 
fields. Once the bamboo eventually breaks 
down, it will create a nutrient-rich soil for 
future crops. 

In addition to facilitating a connection 
with Cavaleiro Farms via their Materials 
Exchange Program, the Toronto and Region 
Conservation Authority (TRCA) has re-
purposed the bamboo to make pollinator 
structures and as support posts for new 
tree plantings. 

Extending a hand out to our local 
community, the Zoo has been able to be the 
only Zoo in North America to successfully 
divert waste bamboo from the landfill, 
turn a costly disposal venture into truly 
innovative sustainable agriculture, support 
local startup businesses and learn a thing 
or two. 

After several trips to Cavaleiro 
Farms, the Toronto Zoo is now using the 
permaculture techniques right here on 
the Zoo site by using the bamboo to build 
planting berms. The process involves 
building piles of bamboo, then covering the 
bamboo with earth and eventually planting 
the berms. The moisture will collect inside 
the crevasses of the bamboo and provide 
moisture pockets for the plant roots, thus 
reducing the need for frequent watering. 

Have a Green Tale to share? Contact 
fia@cincinnatizoo.org. 

Kyla Greenham is curator of conservation 
& environment for the Toronto Zoo.       
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